another post with The Omega Point Beyond 2012:  

- The Omega Point Beyond 2012: 
- Chaos Point 2012 and Beyond: Our Choices Between Global and Local 
- Omega Point Trilogy 1st Edition Signed 
- Safety & Instruction Manual Omega Muzzleloading Rifle 
- Intergalactic Bulletin #1 
- Sleep Deprivation Alters Cardiovascular Reactivity to an Early Season Snow Event 
- Capacitive Point Level Detection 
- One Hour Fire Rated Enclosures 
- Beyond the Power of Your Subconscious Mind 
- The Omega's Familiar Desire 
- Cooking Oils for Heart Health 
- Environment, Ethics, and Corporate Governance 
- The Jatakas on Art and Literature 
- Understanding Pointers in C 
- Corporate Management and Agricultural Growth and Economic Reforms 
- Still and Steady Mind: A Psycho-Spiritual Yogic Guide for Natural Living 
- Whither Man: Daddy a Bauguel of Memories 
- Environment, Economics, and Commerce Education 
- Documentation of Research and Studies on Social Protection 
- Visual Basic Developers Guide to UML and Design Patterns 
- Wonders of Elora: Or the Narrative of a Journey Through the Indian Peninsula 
- Critical Response to V.S. Naipaul and Mulk Raj Anand 
- Let's Know Hinduism: The Oldest Religion of Infinite Adaptability and Diversity 
- Inorganic Chemistry 
- Islamic Law and Judiciary Trend Setting Judicial Pronouncements on Islamic Law Since 1950 
- Viva Early Skill Books Lots More Math Puzzles Games